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ABSTRACT
The field of neuromorphic computing holds great promise in terms of advancing computing efficiency and capabilities
by following brain-inspired principles. However, the rich diversity of techniques employed in neuromorphic research
has resulted in a lack of clear standards for benchmarking, hindering effective evaluation of the advantages and
strengths of neuromorphic methods compared to traditional deep-learning-based methods. This paper presents a col-
laborative effort, bringing together members from academia and the industry, to define benchmarks for neuromorphic
computing: NeuroBench. The goals of NeuroBench are to be a collaborative, fair, and representative benchmark
suite developed by the community, for the community. In this paper, we discuss the challenges associated with
benchmarking neuromorphic solutions, and outline the key features of NeuroBench. We believe that NeuroBench will
be a significant step towards defining standards that can unify the goals of neuromorphic computing and drive its
technological progress. Please visit neurobench.ai for the latest updates on the benchmark tasks and metrics.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the rapid growth of artificial intelligence (AI)
and machine learning (ML) has led to a surge in demand for
computational resources. Conventional computing architec-
tures, such as von Neumann architectures, are increasingly
struggling to meet these demands due to their separation of
processing and memory, which limits energy efficiency and
parallelization. These issues are further magnified by the ex-
ponential increase in data and computational requirements
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associated with cloud-based workloads, the imperative for
energy-efficient edge-computing devices to accommodate the
swift expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT), and the ne-
cessity for real-time systems capable of functioning in closed-
loop environments.

As a result, the urgency for alternative computational
paradigms has intensified. In order to bridge this supply-
demand gap, a remarkable diversification of computer ar-
chitectures has emerged, ranging from deep neural network
accelerators to the widespread adoption of custom application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) [50, 114]. However,
progress in deep learning has mostly been accuracy-driven,
with little consideration for energy efficiency. This led us to
today’s infrastructures running large-scale AI solutions be-
ing unaffordable for a majority of organizations, with this
trend exhibiting no indications of deceleration, and to current
AI techniques requiring extensive rework for a deployment
within edge-computing power budgets. Consequently, the
demand for solutions that demonstrate competitiveness not
only in accuracy but also in energy efficiency is more salient
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than ever before.

Neuromorphic computing, inspired by the structure and
function of the human brain, has emerged as a promising
area in addressing these challenges. Neuromorphic comput-
ing is the practice of porting computational strategies em-
ployed in the brain into man-made computing devices and
methods to unlock key hallmarks of biological intelligence
while using fewer resources than conventional computing
systems [118, 116, 62, 134]. Neuromorphic systems hold a
critical position in the investigation of novel architectures, as
the brain exemplifies an exceptional model for accomplishing
scalable, energy-efficient, and real-time embodied computa-
tion.

In recent years, quite a few neuromorphic computing systems
have demonstrated these capabilities [116, 22, 36, 44, 111].
Analogous to the biological substrate, these neuromorphic
computing systems and algorithms display a significant de-
gree of heterogeneity in multiple aspects. These include the
scale, with dimensions ranging from sensor-edge devices to
expansive data-center network sizes, which highlights the
adaptability of neuromorphic computing to various physical
and computational constraints. Moreover, the complexity of
neuromorphic computing primitives varies extensively, from
more abstract, simplified models to those that accurately repli-
cate biophysical characteristics, providing researchers with
a range of options to suit specific application requirements.
Furthermore, the implementation substrate in neuromorphic
computing systems is not only confined to traditional digital
and analog silicon technologies, it also encompasses emerging
ones such as memristive devices and novel materials, which
offer the potential for enhanced performance and energy ef-
ficiency [24, 100]. This remarkable diversity of solutions
grants researchers the ability to tailor neuromorphic comput-
ing technologies to a vast range of tasks across a rich array
of domains, including robotics, healthcare, natural language
processing, and computer vision.

The extensive heterogeneity of neuromorphic algorithms and
systems complicates the formulation of proportional, equi-
table, and standardized approaches for comparison and evalu-
ation, which is needed to systematically assess state-of-the-art
advances in neuromorphic computing.

To tackle this challenge, this paper represents a collaboration
of academic and industry partners with a stake in neuromor-
phic computing solutions. We propose a multi-task bench-
mark suite, NeuroBench, to fairly compare neuromorphic
solutions with each other, without excluding alternative, non-
neuromorphic solutions. Other neuromorphic benchmarks
have also been proposed, from classical vision [96, 7] and au-
dition tasks [32] to open-loop [98] and closed-loop [86] tasks,
or on the performance of SNN simulators [71]. The proposed
NeuroBench benchmark suite advances prior work in three
distinct ways. Firstly, it establishes a continuous, community-

driven endeavor that is designed to evolve over time, anal-
ogous to MLPerf [110]. Establishing collaborative and im-
partial benchmarks is essential for promoting progress in
the development of neuromorphic technology. Secondly, the
benchmark suite reduces assumptions regarding the specific
neuromorphic solution being assessed, encompassing general
benchmark tasks and metrics that foster fairness and inclusiv-
ity through key performance indicators. Lastly, the benchmark
incorporates two sub-categories: an algorithm track that ad-
dresses algorithmic solutions to the challenges posed by the
neuromorphic community, and a systems track that tackles
full-system solutions to the same problems (see [135] for a
recent example of a system-level benchmark). This will initi-
ate a virtuous cycle where trends extracted from algorithmic
explorations will drive future neuromorphic hardware design,
which can in turn either (i) accelerate algorithmic exploration,
or (ii) be optimized for a low-footprint real-world deployment,
thereby fueling further progress in the field.

Yet, for NeuroBench to be successful, it needs to observe the
following guidelines for benchmarking:

• Standard Evaluation: NeuroBench will provide a stan-
dard set of metrics and workloads that enable the sys-
tematic evaluation and comparison of different neuro-
morphic computing solutions. This will offer insights
into the relative strengths and weaknesses of each algo-
rithm/system, guiding researchers and engineers in the
development and optimization of solutions.

• Design Validation: NeuroBench will help in validating
the design choices made during the development of a
solution. By assessing the solution under specific work-
loads and metrics, we can ascertain whether the proposed
approach meets the intended goals and requirements, and
make adjustments where required.

• Fairness, Reproducibility, and Transparency: Neu-
roBench will help us ensure that all solutions are assessed
on a level playing field, allowing for fair and objective
comparisons across solutions. This is crucial for both
academia and industry, as it fosters healthy competition,
drives innovation, and accelerates the adoption of new
approaches and technologies.

• Community-Driven Iteration: NeuroBench will seek
consensus and build on support from the community
to ensure a representative set of inclusive benchmarks.
NeuroBench will iteratively evolve to encompass further
capabilities and continue to provide actionable, relevant
benchmarks.

• Guiding Future Research: NeuroBench will reveal bot-
tlenecks and limitations in existing solutions, thereby in-
forming future research directions. By identifying areas
in need of improvement, NeuroBench will help direct
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research efforts, both short-term and long-term, towards
developing novel solutions and innovations that address
the shortcomings of current state-of-the-art or widely
adopted solutions.

This paper shows how NeuroBench adopts these guidelines
and outlines (i) the first milestone in this initiative with a
community-driven selection of tasks and metrics for the al-
gorithmic track, and (ii) the next steps, from the benchmark
implementation to the systems track requirements. The paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews neuromorphic
algorithms and hardware, Section 3 lists challenges in neuro-
morphic benchmarking and the directions NeuroBench takes
towards defining benchmarks, Sections 4 and 5 describe the
progress on the algorithms track and systems track, respec-
tively, and finally Sections 6 and 7 offer discussion into project
impact and conclude.

2 BACKGROUND

The breadth of neuromorphic computing approaches allows
for the exploration of brain-inspired ideas that diverge signifi-
cantly from traditional deep learning algorithms and hardware.
Initially, the term ‘neuromorphic’ referred specifically to ap-
proaches that aimed to imitate the biophysics of the brain
through the use of the physical properties of the silicon sub-
strate, as proposed by Mead in 1990 [83]. However, the field
has since evolved into a blanket term that encompasses a
wide range of brain-inspired computing techniques. These
techniques include analog emulation and digital simulation,
spike- or event-based computation and communication, non-
von-Neumann architectures, near- and in-memory processing
with emerging memory devices, as well as various properties
such as low-resolution, sparse, noisy, and adaptive processing.
This section aims to provide background into the algorithmic
and hardware approaches. In practice, there can be a tight cou-
pling between the two, but for the sake of clarity we describe
them individually.

Section 2.1 provides background on the algorithms that build
on the aforementioned techniques, while Section 2.2 provides
an overview of the underlying hardware that implements said
solutions. These sections collectively aim to demonstrate that
the field lacks a systematic approach for identifying which
of these properties are most promising for a given use case.
This lack of consolidation highlights both the need for and the
challenges towards defining objective and impartial metrics
and benchmarks.

2.1 Neuromorphic Algorithms

Neuromorphic algorithms encompass three main categories:
emerging brain-inspired algorithms, algorithms that can be ac-
celerated on neuromorphic hardware, and algorithms adapted
from deep learning. The first category is typically informed

by neuroscience research and, depending on their develop-
ment stage, may not yet be adequately supported by existing
neuromorphic hardware. As such, a significant portion of
these neuromorphic algorithms are explored using simulators
such as those outlined in Kulkarni et al. [71]. The second
category encompasses established brain-inspired algorithms
(e.g., spiking neural networks, SNNs) as well as traditional
algorithms that are not inherently bio-inspired but may benefit
from the sparse, event-driven, temporal, and distributed nature
of neuromorphic hardware (e.g., graph search and constrained
optimization problems, as discussed in [36]). Finally, the
third category starts from successful deep learning algorithms,
e.g. the backpropagation of error algorithm, and adapts them
either for deployment with SNNs or toward increased bioplau-
sibility [94, 74].

Generally, we can divide neuromorphic algorithms into four
main categories:

1. Learning algorithms – Unlike in deep learning, for
which the error backpropagation algorithm is nearly ex-
clusively used for learning, neuromorphic learning algo-
rithm approaches widely vary. These algorithms incorpo-
rate a variety of plasticity and adaptation mechanisms at
different levels of abstraction, ranging from local synap-
tic plasticity rules [13, 64, 124] to network-level error-
driven feedback mechanisms [20, 54, 147, 118]. Learn-
ing algorithms can be employed to train SNNs from
scratch or provide them with the ability to adapt to their
environment. The primary objective of deploying these
algorithms on neuromorphic hardware is to facilitate on-
device learning in an online, few-shot, and/or continual
manner. To do so, given that porting emerging algorithms
to custom silicon hardware requires a development time
of a few years, hardware-in-the-loop setups offer an in-
teresting stepping stone where a non-learning-enabled
neuromorphic chip can be trained online by an external
workstation [49, 19].

2. Network topologies – Network topologies in neuromor-
phic computing are akin to those in standard artificial
neural networks (ANNs), which involve fully-connected,
convolutional, and recurrent layers, among others. While
these topologies can also be applied to SNNs, neuro-
morphic algorithms commonly prioritize brain-inspired
topologies that are hierarchical, modular, randomly con-
nected, or small-world, with dense local connections and
sparse global connections [52, 33, 92].

3. Dynamics and computational primitives – The dy-
namics and computational primitives of neuromorphic al-
gorithms are analogous to activation functions in ANNs,
and strongly condition the overall algorithm complex-
ity, performance, and applicative use cases. While the
simple leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron model pro-
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vides a qualitative description of a biological neuron as
a leaky integrator with spiking non-linearity, researchers
are exploring a broad range of neuron models with
varying degrees of biophysical accuracy (e.g., Hodgkin-
Huxley, Izhikevich, Adaptive Exponential, as reviewed
in [60, 57]). It is important to note that this explo-
ration extends beyond the selection of a neuron model
and includes synaptic dynamics [64], dendritic compu-
tation [81], as well as robust computational primitives
such as winner-take-all networks [76, 56].

4. Information encoding – Spike-based representations
are widely used in neuromorphic algorithms, and re-
quire encoding of real-world data to spiking formats.
Several spike conversion strategies have been explored,
including delta/threshold based encoding [122, 25], pop-
ulation encoding [20], latency encoding [48], rate encod-
ing [51, 79, 139], generalized linear model [107, 108],
cochlear encoding [151, 78], direct encoding [66] and
many more. Notably, information encoding not only
impacts the efficiency, precision, and robustness of the
whole computation but also has significant implications
for data pre-processing compute cost, which must be
considered for fair performance comparisons.

The categories above aim at providing a broad high-level
overview; neuromorphic algorithms usually innovate not only
within, but also across them, including with unconventional
approaches such as vector-symbolic architectures [67].

To achieve fair evaluation and comparison of neuromorphic
algorithms, two primary challenges must still be addressed:
evaluating neuromorphic algorithms independently of any
hardware substrate can prove challenging, while standard-
ized definitions as proxies for the system-level footprint are
missing. Thus, in terms of evaluation methodologies and met-
rics, NeuroBench has a crucial role to play by tackling these
challenges, which we discuss further in Section 3.1.

2.2 Neuromorphic Hardware

In deep learning, GPU-based exploration is primarily relied
upon with the assistance of specialized ASICs for specific
application scenarios. However, unlike this mainstream tra-
dition, various areas of neuromorphic computing research
are supported by different families of neuromorphic hard-
ware [22, 44]. As these hardware platforms support different
end goals, a variety of feature sets and circuit design styles
are selected, which will be introduced in this section. For
a comprehensive up-to-date list of neuromorphic hardware,
please refer to [111, 15, 4].

Large-scale neuromorphic platforms can be viewed as anal-
ogous to what GPUs represent for the field of deep learn-
ing. Many of these platforms serve as excellent testbeds
for the exploration and development of neuromorphic algo-

rithms, and all of them benefit from well-supported soft-
ware development kits (SDKs). These platforms include
SpiNNaker 1 and 2 [46, 45], IBM TrueNorth [84], Intel
Loihi 1 and 2 [35, 97], Tianjic [103], as well as BrainScaleS
1 and 2 [115, 102], and support from tens of thousands to
millions of neurons. The distinctions between platforms is
evident in several key factors, such as:

• Circuit design – The majority of neuromorphic plat-
forms currently in widespread use are fully digital, in part
because they are easier to program and offer more con-
sistent and reproducible results than analog and mixed-
signal platforms. Analog implementations1, however,
offer distinct advantages in high-bandwidth emulation
of continuous-time dynamics. Among large-scale neuro-
morphic platforms, BrainScaleS is a notable exception
that utilizes above-threshold analog circuits, replicating
essential biophysical dynamics with time constants that
are accelerated by four orders of magnitude. While digi-
tal platforms also support accelerated-time processing,
the magnitude of acceleration is typically smaller and it
is often dependent on the workload.

• Flexibility – SpiNNaker is a platform that utilizes clus-
ters of ARM cores specifically optimized for simulating
spiking neural networks. Its primary advantage lies in
offering full programmability, albeit at the expense of
efficiency and simulation speed compared to other plat-
forms. In contrast, BrainScaleS 1 and TrueNorth repre-
sent the least flexible platforms as they solely support
fixed neuron and synapse models. The remaining plat-
forms aim to strike a balance between efficient execution
from dedicated circuits and programmability from stan-
dard digital co-processors. The co-processor of Brain-
ScaleS 2 supports hybrid plasticity and parallel access
to analog system observables for calibration via two spe-
cialised fixed-point vector-units, as well as two general
purpose scalar cores for system tasks, configuration and
orchestration of experiments. In Loihi 2, neuromorphic
cores support microcode-programmed neuron models
and synaptic learning rules, while a number of conven-
tional processor cores provide additional programmabil-
ity for spike I/O data conversion and general application
management.

• Communication – All platforms rely on an event-based
communication infrastructure, with key exceptions. Tian-
jic focuses on supporting hybrid ANN-SNN setups.
SpiNNaker2 also offers efficient hybrid ANN-SNN pro-
cessing by integrated accelerators for ANN layers. Simi-
larly, Intel Loihi 2 introduces graded spikes, i.e. spikes

1It is a convention to use the term “analog” when referring to
the core computation, even though all analog designs are actually
mixed-signal in nature due to their utilization of digital circuits for
spike-based communication.
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with integer-valued magnitudes, thereby supporting net-
works that go beyond binary spike-based representations.

In a similar vein to portable GPUs and machine-learning-
enabled microcontroller units (MCUs), smaller-scale neuro-
morphic platforms have recently emerged that allow for flexi-
ble exploration of edge-computing scenarios. These platforms,
along with their accompanying SDKs, include the SynSense
Xylo [21] and Speck [5], the BrainChip Akida [138], GrAI
Matter Labs NeuronFlow [89], and the Innatera Spiking Neu-
ral Processor [73]. These platforms aim to facilitate the ex-
ploration of new algorithms and use cases for neuromorphic
computing.

Finally, a wide range of other neuromorphic hardware serves
more specific purposes, such as research chips that embed
from a few tens to thousands of neurons but have limited SDK
support. Some of the key categories of such hardware include
the following:

• Sub-threshold analog neuromorphic chips – In con-
trast to the above-threshold analog approach utilized
in BrainScaleS, which enables acceleration up to four
orders of magnitude when compared to biological time
constants, sub-threshold analog designs employ the MOS
transistor’s physics to emulate the biophysics of the
brain at biological time constants. This approach is uti-
lized in designs such as in Brink et al. [23], and the
ROLLS [109], DYNAPs [88], and Braindrop [93] neuro-
morphic processors. As emulation leads to a close rela-
tionship between the algorithm’s implementation and its
hardware, sub-threshold analog designs typically follow
an “understand-by-building” approach in close collabo-
ration with neuroscience research and tend to focus on
low-power, real-time use cases.

• Small-scale digital chips – Digital neuromorphic chips
have been proposed to accelerate progress in various cate-
gories of neuromorphic algorithms, owing to the flexibil-
ity and robustness of digital design. Learning algorithms
have been explored in designs such as those proposed
by prior work [68, 121, 99, 27, 43, 41], while network
topologies have been studied using locally-competitive
algorithms [68] and small-world networks [42], all of
which cover a wide range of neuron and synapse dy-
namics. While the previously-mentioned designs were
implemented in a standard synchronous fashion with a
global clock, some designs such as µBrain [132] and the
design presented in [30] are fully asynchronous, allowing
for event-driven executions.

• Memristive neuromorphic chips – Memory devices
known as memristors physically implement in-memory
computing with a small footprint [119, 87]. Recently,
proof-of-concept neuromorphic chips embedding mem-
ristive devices have been demonstrated in [140, 136, 65].

However, memristive devices can be subject to noise, low
resolution, limited endurance, and reduced yield. Thus,
it is crucial to evaluate the efficiency and performance
of memristive neuromorphic chips at the system level
to determine their feasibility [87, 104]. Such inherent
physical properties, however, can also be exploited to
reproduce some of the brain’s dynamics [100, 37, 17].

The diversity of targeted use cases, circuit design styles, and
implementation strategies in neuromorphic hardware plat-
forms presents a challenge for direct comparison.2 Circuit-
level metrics may not adequately capture system-level perfor-
mance, leading to the need for objective task-level metrics.
The NeuroBench project aims to address this need by provid-
ing such metrics for neuromorphic design evaluation.

3 CHALLENGES AND DIRECTIONS

The rich landscape of neuromorphic approaches supports the
exploration of brain-inspired ideas that radically depart from
mainstream deep learning algorithms and hardware. However,
the field is lacking a principled approach to help identify
which of these properties are the most promising ones for a
given use case. This lack of consolidation stresses the need
for fair and objective metrics and benchmarks.

Numerous calls to action [34, 118] and efforts3 have been
made to drive toward a common set of neuromorphic bench-
mark tasks. To this end, we outline challenges towards con-
verging on a common set of benchmarks for evaluating and
comparing different neuromorphic algorithms and systems,
many of which are left open by the benchmarks currently
in use in the neuromorphic community. Subsequently, in
Section 3.2 we introduce NeuroBench for comparing neu-
romorphic solutions against each other, establishing base-
lines against traditional approaches, and tracking the current
progress and future milestones of neuromorphic research.

3.1 Challenges

The unique and emerging features of neuromorphic com-
puting in comparison to traditional deep learning systems
present challenges for readily adopting existing efforts such
as MLPerf [110, 82] for neuromorphic tasks and applica-
tions. The rich diversity of solutions and the lack of standard
methods for effectively comparing inputs into neuromorphic
processing elements further exacerbate this issue. Addition-
ally, the lack of portable frameworks across different solutions
makes it particularly challenging to make apples-to-apples
comparisons of neuromorphic solutions.

2This diversity expands beyond the main categories surveyed in
this section, e.g. with emerging photonic, superconducting, organic
approaches [113].

3For example, the Telluride and Capo Caccia neuromorphic work-
shops.
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3.1.1 Limitations of Existing Benchmarks

Many researchers in the field of neuromorphic computing
have traditionally adopted benchmarks from deep learning,
such as ImageNet, CIFAR, and MNIST [112, 70, 38]. How-
ever, these benchmarks have limitations when applied to neu-
romorphic designs, as they focus on offline, sequential batch
processing and task performance without considering com-
pute cost by default. In contrast, neuromorphic systems are of-
ten designed for real-time processing of single, asynchronous
samples in resource-constrained, event-driven scenarios. Fur-
thermore, conventional benchmarks, when considering com-
pute cost, often use measures such as floating-point operations
(FLOPs) or integer operations (OPs). However, such defini-
tions do not accurately represent the compute cost of neuro-
morphic hardware, where the notion of an “operation” spans
a broad range of resolutions and computations (Section 2.1).
Consequently, conventional benchmarks are ill-matched to
the specific features enabled by neuromorphic solutions, such
as low-precision, sparse, event-based computation. For exam-
ple, image or frame-based vision tasks lack inherent temporal
dimensions that can be exploited by event-based processing.

Various benchmarks have been developed by the neuromor-
phic community, which are specifically designed to leverage
the strengths of neuromorphic architectures, such as operating
on sparse, event-based time-series input data. N-MNIST4, the
Spiking Heidelberg Datasets, and DVS Gesture are some of
the most widely used benchmarks in this regard [96, 32, 8].
But even so, a standardized evaluation methodology for ana-
lyzing compute cost at the algorithmic or system performance
levels is still lacking for these benchmarks. As scalability,
energy efficiency, and real-time processing are critical opti-
mization criteria for neuromorphic solutions, it is crucial for
neuromorphic benchmarks to be cost-aware by comparing the
complexity and performance of solutions in addition to the
correctness of results.

3.1.2 Diversity of Neuromorphic Solutions

As we have previously discussed in Section 2, the term “neuro-
morphic” has evolved into a blanket term that refers to a broad
range of algorithmic and system design approaches. Such a
variability of approaches introduces challenges towards defin-
ing suitable benchmark tasks and workloads which adequately
capture the broader field of neuromorphic computing. This di-
versity of solutions often leads to self-defined benchmarks that
only highlight the strengths of a particular design. Such bench-
marks hinder fair comparisons of approaches both within and
across different neuromorphic solution categories, which lim-
its the development of deeper general insights within the field.
In order to capture the performance of neuromorphic solu-

4Note that the temporal dimension of N-MNIST has been arti-
ficially introduced by saccading movements from the event-based
camera.

tions and facilitate fair comparisons between them and with
conventional approaches, thoughtfully designed benchmark
methodology and metrics are required.

3.1.3 Varied Information Encoding Methods

As discussed in section 2.1, several information encoding
methods are used in spike-based representations for convert-
ing data into spiking formats. While event-based sensors like
the dynamic vision sensor (DVS) and silicon cochlea inher-
ently produce spiking data, algorithmic encoding methods
are commonly used as a form of preprocessing to convert
inputs to spiking formats for a neuromorphic model, and the
optimal way to encode information using spikes remains an
open challenge [117, 12].

The data encoding process used in spike-based neuromorphic
representations can have a significant impact on the complex-
ity of the resulting model. For instance, when classifying
TIDIGITS [6] audio data, population encoding yields a sim-
pler model compared to N-TIDIGITS [9], where a silicon
cochlea is used for data encoding [125, 126]. Therefore, it
is essential to consider the cost of any data encoding and
pre-processing during benchmarking. While measuring pre-
processing as part of the complete solution is straightforward
at the system level, it is non-trivial to measure the cost of
preprocessing at the algorithmic level.

3.1.4 Disparate Frameworks & Software Stacks

A wide array of different frameworks are used in neuromor-
phic research. Generally, they aim towards different goals,
distinctively including features to support neuroscientific sim-
ulation (e.g., NEST [47], Brian [131], PyGeNN [69]), interfac-
ing with custom neuromorphic hardware (e.g., hxtorch [128],
Lava [58]), or automatic configuration of SNNs (e.g., Rock-
pool [90], Norse [101], snnTorch [39], SpikingJelly [40]),
for example. While this diversity has been instrumental in
exploring the landscape of bio-inspired techniques following
different methodologies and abstraction levels, the broad vari-
ation of framework goals and independent implementation
styles create barriers in dialogue and comparison between
solutions written using different frameworks.

Moreover, the lack of common software stacks adds to the
complexity of comparing and evaluating neuromorphic sys-
tems across different platforms and use cases. Software and
compiler stacks are highly customized and cannot be easily
reused across implementations. SNNs lack a common net-
work exchange format such as ONNX [14] for traditional deep
learning. This lack of uniformity prevents simple portability
of algorithms and datasets across the neuromorphic commu-
nity and makes it challenging to perform ideal benchmarking
across platforms via standardized workload translation. In
the absence of mature tools in the neuromorphic community,
benchmarks must enforce fair heterogeneity in system imple-
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mentation, in part by utilizing application-level workloads
instead of network- or circuit-level workloads.

3.2 Directions

The need for standardization and equitable comparison within
neuromorphic computing presents a set of difficulties, but it
also presents an opening for cooperative benchmark estab-
lishment. The objective of NeuroBench is to address this
requirement by offering an impartial and comprehensive set
of benchmarking procedures that reflect the objectives of the
neuromorphic community. To this end, we outline our bench-
mark design philosophy, followed by a detailed exposition of
the practical implementation of these benchmarks.

3.2.1 Benchmark Design Philosophy

The benchmarks developed in NeuroBench aim to achieve
two primary objectives: 1) to facilitate advancements in the
field of neuromorphic research by identifying the unique
strengths and capabilities of various neuromorphic solutions,
and 2) to enable unbiased and rigorous comparisons of per-
formance among different types of solutions, including non-
neuromorphic ones.

NeuroBench is a community-driven benchmark suite. At
present, the NeuroBench community comprises researchers
from over 60 institutions, spanning both industry and
academia, and representing a broad spectrum of neuromor-
phic approaches. The design of the benchmark suite is a result
of collective agreement and consensus within the community,
which ensures that the benchmarks accurately represent and
include the diverse range of neuromorphic research. More-
over, the NeuroBench suite is incremental, moving forward
in actionable steps to systematically address the needs of
the community, and also follow the evolving trends and ap-
proaches of emerging neuromorphic technologies.

Addressing all challenges at once is unrealistic, and it is
among the reasons why progress in developing widely adopted
neuromorphic benchmarks has been slow [34]. To avoid
this pitfall, NeuroBench will establish a solid foundation
by first developing benchmark methods and metrics for a
carefully-selected subset of key algorithms and applications.
This approach will create a strong basis for future extensions
to hardware-supported neuromorphic systems, as well as a
broader range of trends and applications.

3.2.2 Benchmark Development Principles

In order to accommodate the broad spectrum of neuromorphic
solutions, NeuroBench avoids imposing rigid criteria to define
what qualifies as “neuromorphic”. Instead, the benchmark
suite is designed in a general manner, enabling the compar-
ison of various types of solutions and facilitating inclusive
competition that encompasses traditional approaches. The

determination of which solutions meet the criteria of being
“neuromorphic enough” is left to the community, based on
leaderboard results and a transparent description of the solu-
tion, which will be supported by explicit guidelines.

The NeuroBench benchmark suite is divided into two tracks,
namely the algorithms track and the systems track. The former
is focused on benchmarking and evaluating the performance
of neuromorphic algorithms, regardless of the underlying sys-
tems used (Section 4). This track is primarily concerned with
assessing the correctness of solutions, while also taking into
account the complexity of the algorithms being evaluated.
On the other hand, the systems track aims to benchmark the
performance of neuromorphic systems as an end-to-end com-
puting solution deployed on actual hardware, with a particular
focus on metrics such as latency and energy consumption
(Section 5).

The algorithms and systems dual-track approach is proposed
as an actionable starting point for benchmarking neuromor-
phic solutions. The two tracks are visualized in Figure 1. Uti-
lizing the two tracks, NeuroBench aims to enable cross-stack
innovation by supporting a virtuous cycle between algorithms
and systems. Promising methods from the former can inform
the next generations of system design, both in terms of target
algorithms to optimize towards and system workloads to be
benchmarked. And progress towards the latter can accelerate
algorithmic exploration and enable more powerful deployed
methods. System-level performance metrics can also inform
algorithmic complexity metrics for more informative algorith-
mic prototyping.

4 NeuroBench ALGORITHMS TRACK

In this section, we present the first iteration of the algorithmic
track, which reflects the proclivities of the NeuroBench com-
munity towards devising challenging, practical, and relevant
tasks that showcase the potential of neuromorphic techniques.
The NeuroBench algorithmic track encompasses a series of
benchmark tasks that have been identified by the commu-
nity as areas of interest for neuromorphic approaches. In
Section 4.1, we present the objectives of this track. In Sec-
tion 4.2, we expound upon the metrics that hold relevance
across a diverse spectrum of benchmark tasks. Furthermore,
in Section 4.3, we elucidate the manner in which pre-existing
benchmarks are assimilated into the NeuroBench framework
through the standardization of tasks. In Section 4.4, we in-
troduce a novel and forward-looking suite of tasks that poses
a greater challenge to present and future neuromorphic solu-
tions.

4.1 Goals

The objectives of the algorithmic track tasks are 1) to provide
a standard for evaluating neuromorphic algorithmic efficacy,
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Figure 1. The three proposed tracks of NeuroBench. Red boxes designate what is defined by the benchmark, and blue boxes signify what is
unique to the solution. Connecting arrows indicate co-development between the two tracks.

2) to present challenges that can direct and steer neuromorphic
research, and 3) to demonstrate the advantages of neuromor-
phic approaches over traditional methods.

The algorithms track addresses the heterogeneity of neuro-
morphic methods and facilitates comparisons with traditional,
non-neuromorphic approaches by defining quality and com-
plexity metrics which are independent of the underlying sys-
tem details. The metrics, which are discussed in Section 4.2,
promote inclusivity between different solution types for fair
comparison, while also providing at-a-glance insights into
the performance of algorithmic solutions on hardware. They
provide a framework for evaluating the trade-offs between
correctness, performance, and footprint.

4.2 Metrics

In the algorithms track, we have established accuracy and
complexity metrics that hold relevance across a spectrum of
solution types. It is incumbent upon each benchmark solution
to report these primary metrics, with averages and standard
deviations calculated over multiple runs.

Moreover, NeuroBench outlines solution-specific metrics that
may exclusively apply or be meaningful within a single solu-
tion type category. These finer-grained metrics are optional
and are officially defined by NeuroBench to facilitate standard
comparisons within specific solution categories.

4.2.1 Solution-agnostic Metrics

Correctness: Accuracy, along with other metrics that gauge
the correctness of the algorithmic outputs, such as mean av-
erage precision (mAP) and root mean square error, serve as
quantitative assessments of the algorithm’s output quality. As
the interpretation of correctness is closely linked to the bench-
mark task, we define these metrics in each of the subsequent
task-specific subsections.

Complexity: Algorithmic complexity metrics quantify the
computational demands imposed by the solution. They are
measured independently of the underlying hardware and there-
fore do not explicitly correlate with post-deployment latency
or power consumption figures. Nevertheless, complexity met-
rics provide valuable insights into algorithm performance,
enabling high-level comparisons and facilitating prototyping
efforts. The following complexity metrics are expected to be
reported by all benchmark solutions:

• Network size:

1. Number of neurons (regardless of the model)
2. Number of synapses
3. Total memory footprint accounting for every state

variable and parameters such as synaptic weights,
delays, and intermediate variables. Quantization is
taken into account.

• Inference time:

1. Inference throughput (i.e. frequency), defined as
the time window of each algorithmic step which
measures model output

2. Average output latency, defined as the mean number
of algorithmic steps necessary to process an input.

• Computational operations:

1. Number of multiply-and-accumulates (MACs)
2. Number of accumulates (ACs), which may be used

to update the neuron and synapse states.

Disclaimer: The current definitions of metrics as pre-
sented are in their prototype stage and have certain limita-
tions. The metric for inference time is currently defined
based on algorithmic steps, which is most analogous to
timestepped synchronous digital systems, thus limiting its
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solution-agnosticism. Furthermore, the computational opera-
tions metric does not account for the computation of dynamics,
leading to incomplete measurement, while it also assumes a
digital implementation/simulation. Therefore, we recognize
the need for improving these metrics and are open to commu-
nity feedback towards this end.

4.2.2 Solution-specific Metrics

In addition to the complexity metrics, NeuroBench stipulates
finer-grained metrics that are specific to certain solution cat-
egories. These metrics are intended to offer deeper insights
into the comparison of solutions within the same category,
and they are not mandatory for all solutions. Currently, the
proposed solution-specific metrics encompass communication
operations and the number of connections to post-synaptic
neurons (fanout) for SNNs. Furthermore, for solutions geared
towards analog hardware, the robustness to noise represents an
important solution-specific metric that is under consideration.

4.3 Standardizing Existing Benchmarks

A primary objective of the first version of the NeuroBench
algorithms track is to enhance existing benchmarks by lever-
aging the previously defined metrics and delineating clear
task specifications. In pursuit of this objective, we outline the
tasks that are already familiar to the community in this section,
with the intent of establishing the most effective practices for
standardizing the evaluation methodology.

4.3.1 Keyword Spotting

Use Case

Voice commands represent a natural and easily accessible
modality for human-machine interaction. Keyword detec-
tion, in particular, is frequently employed in edge devices
that operate in always-listening, wake-up situations, where it
triggers more computationally demanding processes such as
automatic speech recognition [85]. Keyword spotting finds
application in activating voice assistants, speech data mining,
audio indexing, and phone call routing [53, 150]. Given that it
generally operates in always-on and battery-powered edge sce-
narios, keyword detection represents a pertinent benchmark
for energy-efficient neuromorphic solutions.

Prior work has explored a variety of conventional and neu-
romorphic solutions aimed at enabling keyword spotting in
resource-constrained and energy-limited environments [26,
16, 133, 10, 120, 144, 143, 41]. Additionally, the prior work
has initiated some initial benchmarking endeavors for key-
word spotting algorithms on various neuromorphic hardware
platforms [18, 31, 41]. However, most of these solutions are
not evaluated in a uniform manner, and there is currently
no standard approach for evaluating audio processing into
spiking formats (see Section 3.1.3).

Dataset

The Google Speech Commands (GSC) dataset (V2) [142]
represents the dataset of choice for assessing the performance
of keyword spotting algorithms. The second version of the
dataset comprises 105829 one-second utterances of 35 words
from 2618 distinct speakers. The sample data is encoded as
linear 16-bit single-channel pulse code modulation (PCM)
values, at a 16 kHz rate.

Presently, we are evaluating methods of quantifying the al-
gorithmic cost associated with the encoding of audio sam-
ples into spiking formats. We are also considering utilizing
the widely-adopted Heidelberg Spiking Speech Commands
dataset [32] as a familiar encoding of the GSC dataset.

Benchmark Task

The goal of this task is to develop a model that trains using the
designated train and validation sets, followed by an evaluation
of generalization to a separate test set.

In this task, a model trains using the designated train and
validation sets, and it is evaluated on its generalization to
a separate test set. Concerning keyword spotting, the GSC
dataset is partitioned into training, validation, and test sets in
line with the default distribution [142], encompassing 84.8k,
9.9k, and 11k samples, respectively.

Metrics

Classification accuracy on the test set will measure the cor-
rectness of the algorithmic solution. To measure algorithmic
complexity, we are investigating how the previously defined
metrics of network size, inference time, and computational
operations will need to be further specified, especially given
the encoding flexibility. In particular, we are evaluating meth-
ods to measure the algorithmic complexity of data encoding,
and how to account for inference time for e.g. solutions in
which audio samples are coded into MFCC frames.

4.3.2 Gesture Recognition

Use Case

Mid-air gestures represent a natural modality of communica-
tion that holds benefits in a range of human-computer interac-
tion applications owing to its touchless and efficient nature.
Gesture recognition systems find utility in edge scenarios such
as car infotainment systems, high-traffic public areas, or as al-
ternative interaction modes for individuals with speech or hear-
ing impairments. Recent advancements in sensors capable
of detecting mid-air gestures have been made [148, 63, 141];
however, accurate recognition continues to pose a challenge.
Analogous to KWS, the recognition of mid-air gestures on
always-on, real-time edge devices holds the potential to ex-
hibit the unique merits of neuromorphic methods compared
to existing alterantives.
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Dataset

The IBM Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) Gesture dataset [7]
is composed of recordings of 29 distinct individuals executing
10 different types of gestures, including but not limited to
clapping, waving, etc. Additionally, an 11th gesture class is
included that comprises gestures that cannot be categorized
within the first 10 classes. The gestures are recorded under
four distinct lighting conditions, and each gesture is associated
with a label that indicates the corresponding lighting condition
under which it was performed.

Benchmark Task

The benchmark task is to use samples from the 23 initial sub-
jects as training and generalize to samples from the remaining
6 subjects.

Metrics

Similarly to above, algorithm correctness will be measured
as classification accuracy on the test set. We are also con-
sidering further quality metrics which incentivize reducing
false-positive rates by particularly using samples from the
11th uncategorized class. Complexity metrics of network size,
inference time, and computational operations will be reported
in line with section 4.2.

4.4 Novel Benchmark Tasks

As part of our effort to establish standardized benchmarks,
we have also developed new benchmark challenges for neu-
romorphic methods, which are evaluated using our metrics.
The list of tasks highlight features which are relevant to neu-
romorphic research interests: adaptive learning, detection
utilizing the high dynamic range and temporal resolution of
DVS, sensorimotor emulation based on cortical signals, and
small predictive modeling useful for prototyping resource-
constrained networks such as in mixed-signal simulation and
design.

4.4.1 Adaptive Learning of Keywords and Gestures

Use Case

The ability to rapidly adapt to new tasks is a characteristic of
cognitive function and a long-standing objective of artificial
intelligence (AI). However, traditional deep learning methods
often face challenges when adapting to previously unseen
tasks. Neuromorphic algorithms have recently shown promise
in the area of continual adaptation [145, 72, 127] and few-
shot online learning capabilities [129, 55]. As a result, the
establishment of formally defined tasks is needed.

Dataset

Continual domain adaptation and few-shot online learning
are evaluated using the GSC and DVS Gesture datasets for
keyword and gesture classification. It should be noted that

these tasks can be applied to datasets in any domain.

Benchmark Task(s)

Our benchmark emphasizes three aspects of adaptation: few-
shot, which aims to achieve rapid learning of new tasks using a
minimal number of training samples; continual, which focuses
on retaining previously learned tasks while learning new ones;
and online, which is concerned with making these adaptations
at the edge in a streaming fashion while still carrying out
inference. To model the online aspect algorithmically, we
expose adaptive training samples in single-sample batches.

Continual Domain Adaptation

The proposed benchmark evaluates domain-incremental learn-
ing in adaptive scenarios [137], where the model must learn to
solve tasks with similar structures but varying input distribu-
tions. The dataset is initially split into two sets, Traininit and
Traincont, based on the t speakers (GSC) or subjects (DVS
Gesture) as follows: S = {S1, S2...St}. The sets Traininit
and Traincont are disjoint, i.e., Traininit ∩ Traincont = ∅.

At the outset, the model is trained on all 35 keywords or
11 gesture classes, however, the training process is limited
to the speakers/subjects of Traininit set. Thereafter, the
model is trained in a continual learning setup, where each
speaker/subject from the Traincont set is sequentially trained
as a task. Specifically, each task corresponds to a batch from
a speaker/subject of the Traincont set. The test set will con-
sist of unseen samples from all previously learned speak-
ers/subjects at the current learning iteration.

Incremental Few-Shot Learning

This benchmark evaluates the ability of a model to perform
class-incremental learning over its lifetime, where the model
is required to learn new keywords or gestures as they are
introduced. The dataset is initially divided into Traininit and
Traincont sets based on the classes of keywords or gestures,
where Traininit represents the initial set of classes that the
model is pre-trained on. The remaining classes are included in
the Traincont set. Each task in Traincont is represented by
aN ∗K sample batch (N -wayK-shot) with unique keywords
or gestures for every task. The model trains sequentially over
these batches with each task introducing N new keywords or
gestures to learn. The test set consists of unseen samples of
all the keywords or gestures that have been exposed.

Metrics

For continual domain adaptation, the benchmark evaluates the
accuracy of classification on previously unseen samples from
all the speakers/subjects learned until the current iteration us-
ing the test set. Correctness metrics will determine the quality
of the adaptive learning method by assessing the difference
between classification accuracy on the learned batches before
and after each epoch of adaptation. Additionally, the contin-
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ual characteristics will be measured by reporting accuracy
on all previously learned speakers/subjects. The benchmark
also aims to evaluate formalized correctness and complexity
metrics, which are currently under evaluation.

For incremental few-shot learning, the correctness metrics
are determined by measuring the difference in classification
accuracy before and after learning for all previously learned
classes. The evaluation of formal metrics, as well as the best
way to structure the task relative to speakers and subjects, is
currently under consideration.

4.4.2 DVS Object Detection

Use Case

Real-time object detection is a widely used computer vision
task with applications in several domains, including robotics,
autonomous driving, and surveillance. Its applications in-
clude event cameras for smart home and surveillance systems,
drones that monitor and track objects of interest, and self-
driving cars that detect obstacles to ensure safe operation.
Efficient energy consumption and real-time performance are
crucial in such scenarios, particularly when deployed on low-
power or always-on edge devices.

Dataset

The object detection benchmark utilizes the Prophesee 1
Megapixel Automotive Detection Dataset [1], which was intro-
duced in prior art Perot et al. [106]. This dataset was recorded
with a high-resolution event camera with a 110 degree field
of view mounted on a car windshield. The car was driven
in various areas under different daytime weather conditions
over several months. The dataset was labeled using the video
stream of an additional RGB camera in a semi-automated way,
resulting in over 25 million bounding boxes for seven differ-
ent object classes: pedestrian, two-wheeler, car, truck, bus,
traffic sign, and traffic light. The labels are provided at a rate
of 60Hz, and the recording of 14.65 hours is split into 11.19,
2.21, and 2.25 hours for training, validation, and testing, re-
spectively. This dataset is currently one of the largest labeled
object detection datasets available, comprising approximately
3.4 TB of raw data.

Benchmark Task

The task of object detection in event-based spatio-temporal
data involves identifying bounding boxes of objects belonging
to multiple predetermined classes in an event stream. Training
for this task is performed offline based on the data splits
provided by the original dataset.

Metrics

The correctness of the task is measured using mean average
precision (mAP), which is the area under the precision-recall
curve for various Intersection over Union (IoU) thresholds.

The evaluation metric employed is COCO mAP [75, 3], which
has been adapted for event-based data as outlined in Section B
of Perot et al. [106]. Complexity metrics are defined accord-
ing to section 4.2, but we add the further real-time requirement
that inference throughput must be at least equal to the ground
truth frequency of 60Hz.

Given that the label frequency of 60Hz is slower than the
DVS input time resolution, it is possible for models to gen-
erate outputs faster than ground truth is available. We are
currently exploring the possibility of interpolating bounding
boxes to enable assessment of faster models. If this approach
is unfeasible, we may measure correctness as an average of
predictions or only utilize predictions when ground truth is
available.

4.4.3 Motor Prediction

Use Case

There is significant interest in models that not only take inspi-
ration from but also strive to accurately replicate features of
biological computation. The study of these models presents
opportunities to gain a more comprehensive understanding
of sensorimotor behavior and the underlying computational
primitives that facilitate them, which can be used to develop
closed-loop and model-predictive control tasks essential for
controlling future robotic agents [146]. Additionally, this
research has implications for the development of wearable
or implantable neuro-prosthetic devices that can accurately
predict motor activity from neural or muscle signals. Hence,
motor prediction is important.

Dataset

The dataset that we utilize in this study consists of multi-
channel recordings obtained from the sensorimotor cortex of
two non-human primates (NHP) during self-paced reaching
movements towards a grid of targets [95]. The variable x is
represented by threshold crossing times (or spike times) and
sorted units for each of the recording channels. The target y
is represented by 2-dimensional position coordinates of the
fingertip of the reaching hand, sampled at a frequency of 250
Hz. The complete dataset contains 37 sessions spanning 10
months for NHP-1 and 10 sessions from NHP-2 spanning one
month. For this study, three sessions from each NHP were
selected to include the entire recording duration, resulting in
a total of 6774 seconds of data.

Benchmark Task

In the context of predictive modeling, time series prediction
is a task which entails the forecasting of one or more observa-
tions of a target variable, y, at some point between the current
time, t, and a future time, t+ tf , by utilizing a sequence of
another variable, x, from the past, {x(t− th), . . . , x(t)}.

Specifically, in the context of the motor prediction task, it
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entails predicting the X and Y components of finger velocity,
y, from past neural data, x, with a minimum frequency of 10
Hz. The model architecture may be trained separately for each
session to account for inter-day neural variability. The train-
ing data is divided into either 50% or 80% for training, while
the remaining split is distributed equally between validation
and testing. This allows for testing of the model’s generaliza-
tion capabilities with varying data sizes and comparison with
related work in the field [80, 123].

Metrics

The correctness of predictions is evaluated by the coefficient
of determination (R2) and the normalized root mean square
error (NRMSE). Additionally, diagnostic information on in-
stantaneous predictions is provided by reporting the NRMSE
of trajectory predictions as a function of time. Other metrics
and variable data-splits are being explored to measure the
quality of solutions, including an area-under-curve (AUC)
approach. Model complexity is measured according to the
metrics described in Section 4.2.

4.4.4 Chaotic Function Prediction

Use Case

All benchmarks presented thus far have relied on real-world in-
put data to assess the performance of methods on practical ap-
plications. However, real-world data can be high-dimensional
and require large networks to achieve high accuracy, present-
ing challenges for solution types with limited I/O support and
network capacity, such as mixed-signal prototype solutions.
To address this, we propose a synthetic data benchmark task
that can be effectively tackled by smaller networks, providing
a means to evaluate such solution types within the benchmark-
ing framework.

Dataset

We propose using the Mackey-Glass time series. The Mackey-
Glass dataset has been widely adopted as a standard bench-
mark for evaluating various temporal prediction models, in-
cluding those in the neuromorphic computing domain. Prior
work has demonstrated the efficacy of neuromorphic temporal
predictors using this dataset [61, 91, 29].

The Mackey-Glass dataset is a one-dimensional non-linear
time delay differential equation [77], defined as follows:

dx

dt
= β

x(t− τ)

1 + x(t− τ)n
− γx(t).

Here the parameters γ, n, β, τ ∈ R+ control the evolution of
the signal x(t). Given particular settings of the parameters the
task can be easy to predict, or can produce more challenging
chaotic dynamics. Parameter choices for the benchmark task
are currently being determined.

In addition to the Mackey-Glass dataset, we plan to include

other synthetic datasets in future iterations of the benchmark,
in order to increase its complexity and challenge the capabili-
ties of neuromorphic systems [11].

Benchmark Task

The proposed task is a sequence-to-sequence prediction prob-
lem, similar to the motor control prediction task. In this case,
the task is formulated in a self-supervised setting where the in-
put sequence x is used to predict the future values of the same
sequence, y(t) = x(t). The dynamics of the system will be
integrated using a fixed time step ∆t, and the performance of
the system will be tested in a multi-horizon prediction setting,
where future values of the sequence are predicted at a rate of
∆t. The task’s difficulty will be varied by adjusting the ratio
between the integration time step ∆t and the timescale τ of
the underlying dynamics.

We are currently identifying appropriate function parameters
to differentiate the level of chaos in the function dynamics,
which will impact the relative complexity of the benchmark.

Metrics

Similar to the preceding prediction task, the correctness of
predictions in this benchmark will be evaluated using the
coefficient of determination, R2, and the normalized root
mean square error (NRMSE). We will report performance as a
function of the prediction horizon, tf . Moreover, complexity
metrics will be assessed in a similar manner to the preceding
task.

4.5 Release Date

The algorithms track is anticipated to be released around
Q2 2023. This release will comprise finalized benchmark
specifications, baseline algorithm measurements, open-source
benchmark harnesses, and detailed documentation to facili-
tate the evaluation of additional solutions. Furthermore, the
release will include a leaderboard of results to enable the com-
munity to compare and contrast the performance of different
solutions on the NeuroBench benchmarks.

5 NeuroBench SYSTEMS TRACK

An upcoming addition to the NeuroBench initiative is the
systems track, which is designed to evaluate system-level so-
lutions for their deployable performance in latency and energy
efficiency. Similarly to the algorithms track, the systems track
will be iterative and developed in collaboration with the com-
munity. Also, much like the algorithms track, this is work in
progress. We anticipate that the first iteration of the systems
track will be released in Q4 2023, and it will represent a sig-
nificant step forward in benchmarking system-level solutions
for neuromorphic computing.

One of the primary objectives of the systems track is to
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facilitate fair and accurate comparisons between different
neuromorphic systems, including those listed in Section 2.2.
Achieving this goal will require the development of fair and
comprehensive benchmarking methodologies that can account
for the unique features and performance characteristics of
each system. By enabling these comparisons, we aim to pro-
vide valuable insights into the strengths and limitations of
different neuromorphic systems, and thereby facilitate the
continued evolution and improvement of the field.

Given the significant heterogeneity between different neu-
romorphic system approaches, it is a major challenge when
creating system benchmarks to establish fair and accurate
methods for measuring performance characteristics such as
latency and energy costs. As a first step, we propose starting
with a finer granularity approach of evaluating individual sys-
tems, rather than attempting to define general methods that
can be applied across all systems. This way, we can take ac-
tionable steps towards benchmarking a known set of systems,
before attempting to generalize broadly to all neuromorphic
systems.

Similar to the algorithms track, the initial iteration of the
NeuroBench systems track will most likely only consider can-
didates that have reached a sufficient level of maturity. The
benchmark tasks, datasets and metrics will be tailored to
showcase the strengths and capabilities of these candidates.
Candidate systems should benefit from well-supported SDKs
and provide a representative coverage of the diversity of neu-
romorphic platforms. Currently, a tentative list of system
candidates for the first iteration includes Loihi [35, 59], SpiN-
Naker [45, 46], Xylo [21], and BrainScaleS [102]. Future
iterations of the systems track will seek to accommodate fair
comparisons between additional types of system designs, and
our eventual goal is to welcome entries from all neuromorphic
hardware and system platforms.

A tentative list of the candidate benchmark tasks for the first it-
eration of the NeuroBench systems track benchmarks includes
keyword and gesture classification, time-series prediction,
constraint satisfaction, and adaptive motor control. These
tasks have been initially identified as they are representative of
a broad range of applications that can benefit from neuromor-
phic system solutions. As the algorithms track and systems
track evolve over time, we aim to incorporate community
feedback and adapt to the needs of the field to continually en-
hance the alignment between the two tracks, moving towards
the material realization of neuromorphic technologies.

As discussed in Section 2, certain neuromorphic methods
such as sub-threshold analog design cannot be neatly differ-
entiated into algorithmic and system-level solutions to be
benchmarked. To extend the NeuroBench suite to encompass
such solutions, in the future we may consider a ‘co-design’
track as a third track which aims to compare solutions for
which the algorithm and hardware cannot be distinguished.

This track may require the development and maturation of
simulation or analysis frameworks, which can be fairly and
rigorously used in the benchmark tasks.

6 DISCUSSION

The NeuroBench suite is designed to drive progress in the field
of neuromorphic computing through an iterative approach.
The current proposal includes benchmark tasks in a variety
of domains, such as keyword classification, gesture recogni-
tion, object detection using event-based sensors, and effector
position prediction using cortical recordings. However, the ap-
plications and domains for which neuromorphic systems can
be utilized are vast and diverse [45, 36]. Therefore, the scope
of benchmark tasks included in NeuroBench could expand
to encompass additional areas, such as closed-loop scenar-
ios [86, 130] and graph analytics [36], or tasks requiring a
large number of parameters and strict timing constraints, such
as robotic control [105] or large language models [149].

With the growth of the benchmark, we anticipate that the es-
tablishment of NeuroBench standards for benchmarking will
facilitate the adoption of uniform tool stacks and program-
ming flows throughout the neuromorphic community. Such
well-developed, uniform tools can be integrated with future
benchmarks to expand their scope and enable more mean-
ingful comparisons. In particular, we hope to foster bridges
between different neuromorphic programming frameworks
through initiatives such as network exchange formats (e.g.,
ONNX [14]) or compile stacks (e.g., TVM [28]).

By developing the algorithm and systems tracks, as well as
possible future iterations, NeuroBench can potentially facil-
itate more accurate and informative comparisons between
traditional and neuromorphic computing solutions, covering
a wide range of neuromorphic principles for next-generation
technology and AI. Furthermore, the NeuroBench consortium
seeks to establish an open system, with the community tak-
ing the lead in proposing and implementing future additions,
similar to the structure of MLCommons [2]. This ensures that
additional tasks or tracks remain consistent with the commu-
nity’s vision of neuromorphic computing.

NeuroBench represents an ongoing endeavor aimed at en-
abling the benchmarking of neuromorphic computing solu-
tions, and as such, we acknowledge that there is still consid-
erable scope for further refinement and improvement. In this
regard, we are open to receiving feedback from the commu-
nity, and we welcome any constructive input that can help
enhance the functionality and effectiveness of the NeuroBench
platform. As we continue to evolve and expand our offerings,
we anticipate that the feedback we receive will be instrumental
in guiding the evolution of the NeuroBench platform towards
a more robust and comprehensive benchmarking solution for
the field of neuromorphic computing.
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7 CONCLUSION

Neuromorphic computing represents a burgeoning field of
research that encompasses diverse AI and system design
methodologies. These approaches are grounded in neural
structures, resulting in a range of complexities and varia-
tions. In this paper, we introduced the underlying philoso-
phy and preliminary framework for NeuroBench, an initiative
aimed at establishing benchmarks for neuromorphic com-
puting through community-driven efforts. We envision the
NeuroBench benchmarks as a collaborative, fair, and inclusive
framework that can catalyze progress in neuromorphic meth-
ods and technological advancements. Our iterative approach
to the release of NeuroBench benchmarks seeks to foster a
spirit of cooperation and drive concrete advances in the field
of neuromorphic computing.

Finally, the NeuroBench project is founded on the principles of
community-driven efforts, with the primary objective of facili-
tating collaborative advancements in the field of neuromorphic
computing. We firmly believe that the collective expertise and
contributions of individuals from diverse backgrounds can
drive the development of effective and fair benchmarks that
can benefit the broader scientific community. In essence, Neu-
roBench is a project that is driven by and for the community.
We encourage interested parties to access neurobench.ai
to obtain the most recent and accurate information regarding
the project. Additionally, the website provides details on how
to join and contribute to the project, thereby enabling inter-
ested individuals to participate in shaping the development of
NeuroBench.
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